You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for BRAUN D9513. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the BRAUN D9513 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Please read the use instructions carefully before first use. important Periodically check the cord for damage. @@A damaged or non-functioning unit should
no longer be used. Power supply: see bottom of charging unit Handle voltage: 1. The appliance is electrically safe and can be used in the bathroom without
hesitation. A full charge takes 16 hours and will provide For everyday use, the handle can be Battery maintenance To maintain the maximum capacity of the
rechargeable battery, unplug the charging unit and discharge the handle by regular use at least every 6 months. The toothbrush can be used with any leading
brand of toothpaste. Your teeth before switching the appliance on. Slowly guide the brushhead from tooth to Tooth, spending a few seconds on each tooth
surface. Brush the gums as well as the teeth, first the Outsides, then the insides and finally the chewing surfaces.
Do not press too hard or scrub, simply let After two minutes the timer signals by a short stutter. During the first days of using the toothbrush, your gums may
bleed slightly. In general, bleeding should stop after a few days. Should it persist after two weeks, please consult your dentist or hygienist. Dentists
recommend that you replace any toothbrush every 3 months.
@@ a). @@C), you are exerting too much pressure on teeth and gums. @@@@Then switch off the handle and take off the brushhead.
@@@@@@@@Subject to change without notice. @@@@@@@@Battery removal at the end of the product's useful life Open the handle as shown,
remove the battery and dispose of it according to local environmental regulations.
Within the guarantee period we will eliminate, free of charge, any defects in the appliance resulting from faults in materials or workmanship, either by
repairing or replacing the complete appliance as we may choose. This guarantee extends to every country where this appliance is supplied by Braun or its
appointed distributor. This guarantee does not cover: damage due to improper use, normal wear or use as well as defects that have a negligible effect on the
value or operation of the appliance. The guarantee becomes void if repairs are undertaken by unauthorised persons and if original Braun parts are not used.
@@@@.
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